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su podium is very flexible and works well with every graphic format that sketchup supports and it can display all of these formats in sketchup's 3d view. however, because su podium is a binary add-on you may have issues depending on the format of the image. for instance, if your image contains vector images, su podium will probably not function properly. on the other hand, if you use pngs or gifs, su podium will work well. and you can choose to search for textures, images, models, or
create from scratch. once a render has been completed, you can zoom or change camera view and adjust the lighting that suits your project. if you have a larger project, you can mark several layers and apply a different color or opacity to each one. you can display your layers in various ways: as a whole or as individual layers that you can move or resize. you can also combine layers and you can combine two layers and get a single layer. you can control the visibility of each layer to make

adjustments. su podium includes a full tool bar and integrated windows in the 3d view, which allow you to preview your render in real time while you adjust layers and other settings. since su podium renders the scene using the same rendering engine as sketchup, you can drag and drop any model or image you already have in sketchup. in addition, many tools and features offered by other adobe 3d tools are also available in su podium. once your render is complete, you can save the image
to your hard drive with the option to view it from your default sketchup application as well as other file formats including pdf, zip, and jpg. you can also save the rendered images to a 3d warehouse project (provided the render is 2.5 or higher), and you can export the rendered image as a pdf (provided the render is 2.5 or higher).
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